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Mayor Hilary Schieve
City of Reno
1 East First Street
Reno, NV 89501

Dear Mayor Schieve and members of the Reno City Council;

On December 28, 2018 the undersigned sent a joint letter to the City of Reno and Reno Tahoe Airport
Authority (RTAA) requesting a meeting of the Fire Chiefs, City Manager and Airport CEO to discuss issues
that arose out of an aircraft crash resulting in a fatality at the Reno Stead Airport and the lack of a
proper and updated aid agreement between the City of Reno and RTAA. To date that meeting has not
been scheduled yet a new cooperative agreement has been signed between the two entities.

Since the request for a joint meeting, the Reno Airport Firefighters submitted a letter to the RTAA Board
on April 11, 2019 in order to inform the Board of their concerns regarding firefighter and public safety
that had not been adequately addressed by the RTAA management.

Instead of addressing the concerns as professionals, the RTAA management has chosen to use the local
media to distract the public away from the issues identified in the April 11 letter, and has sent
correspondence to all RTAA employees that may have a negative impact on employee work relations
and morale. Next, the RTAA management has chosen to terminate the employment of Deputy Chief
Cory Huffman who has a proven history of experience and subject matter knowledge in airport fire and
emergency services delivery.
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Based on the facts listed above, the Reno Firefighters Association and Reno Airport Firefighters
Association are requesting a joint meeting of the Reno City Council and Reno Tahoe Airport Authority
Board to have an open and transparent meeting to discuss the issues that have been fisted in this letter
and the April 11 letter.

Respectfully,

~~ ,,.4.,~
C2Sey Micone

President

President

Reno Firefighters Association

Reno Airport Firefighters Association
IAFF Local 2955

IAFF Local 73l.
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December 28, 2018
Reno City Manager Newby and Reno Airport CEO Marily Mora,
After the events of May 1, 2018, in which there was a fatal aircraft incident at the Reno
Stead Airport, serious issues with aid agreements between the Reno Fire Department and
the Reno-Tahoe Airport Fire Department came to light. Primarily, the entities have been
operating under a 37 year old mutual aid agreement that neither reflects how aid is
currently applied, or provides adequately for the safety ofresponders or the public.
IAFF Locals 731 and 2955 request a joint meeting with you and the Fire Chiefs from both
the Airport Authority and City of Reno to discuss this matter further. It is our hope that we
can have a productive discussion leading to an updated aid agreement that meets the needs
of all parties, while adequately providing for the safety of all emergency responders and the
public.
We have brought this issue up with both administrations multiple times during the last 8
months and have yet to see any progress. We would appreciate a response by January 20,
2019.
Respectfully,

om Dunn
ice President
Reno Firefighters Association
IAFF Local 731

cseyMiCOlle
~

President
Reno Airport Firefighters Association
IAFF Local 2955
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RENO AIRPORrl., FIRE FIGl-ITERS
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS
390 KIRMAN AVENUE• RENO, NEVADA 89502-1705
(775) 333-9053 •FAX (775) 358-7212
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April 11, 2019

Dear RTAA Board Member,
Reno Airport Fire Fighters Association IAFF local 2955 takes no pleasure In writing this letter, but we feel
we have several serious safety concerns that need to be brought to your attention as the governing
body of this organization. Some of these concerns are newly Identified, some stem from the failure of
the agency to update documents such as the AEP, departmental SOP's and SOG's as industry practices
and standards evolve and some result from policies and practices that have wrongfully been taking place
for many years.
Regardless of the nature, these are serious safety concerns and we have worked through our chain of
command and our Collective Bargaining Agreement to try to come to reasonable solutions. It is our
feeling that the RTAA property is the least safe area in the Truckee Meadows. When on RTAA property
you are less safe than anywhere else In the valley because of management's commitment to not
providing public safety services at or near the level of the valley.
The RTAA refuses to use an appropriate dispatching model. The RTAA asks people on airport property to
call the airport communications desk Instead of dialing 911. When a person calls 6999, they reach a
person that has not been trained as an emergency dispatcher and Is generally consumed with paging
somebody to their gate, moving their unattended vehicle or to find their lost item. The non-emergency
dispatcher trained airport communications personnel then attempts to dispatch the proper fire or police
response and call REMSA to let the REMSA trained dispatchers know there Is a medical Incident
requiring an ambulance. Since our airport communications speclallsts are not trained In Emergency
Medical Dispatching, they cannot properly convey what the nature of illness or situation Is to the REMSA
dispatchers. This misconnect causes a delay in potentially vital pre-hospital patient care due to a delay
or improper response. This process does not conform with best practices of a third party dispatch
system and completely avoids utilizing the regional dispatch center which employs highly trained
Police/Fire/EMS dispatchers. These costly delays put lives at risk and increase the chance of Irreparable
damage to patients waiting for qualified personnel. It is also easily foreseeable the lack of Emergency
Dispatch Training by our communication specialists would cause delay and add to the confusion in the
event of a serious disaster or public safety event at the airport. Time and time again effective,
organized, trained dispatchers save responder and victim lives during emergencies.
Dispatchers need to be the eyes and ears for the first responders and often our airport communications
specialists are too consumed with answering phone calls and paging people for non-emergency matters
during an Incident. This creates an extremely unsafe situation for our personnel and the traveling

Thfs severe oversight was made aware to us after the incident on May 1, 2018 at Reno-Stead airport
where RTAA administration relied on Reno Fire Department to provide Fire/Rescue/EMS services during
the aircraft incident that resulted in the unfortunate and possibly preventable loss of life to the pilot.
Within the definition of Mutual Aid it states, "prior to the seeking of mutual aid agreement, an agency
must first commit its own resources." The RTAA's refusal to send ARFF trained fire personnel to the
Incident( on RTAA owned property) highlights the lack of understanding of Mutual Aid and the
responsibilities we have to our sister airport Reno-Stead. After the incident on May 1 a committee was
formed comprised of the Fire Chief, RTAA Administration and RAFFA to work on the establishment of a
mutual aid agreement. After the Initial meeting of the committee, it was agreed the RTAA
Administration, Fire Chief and RAFFA would begin the steps to form an agreement with Reno Fire
Department. No further meetings, updates or correspondence has come from RTAA management
regarding this issue. Such an extended period of time went by RAFFA took the step of sending a letter to
Ms. Mora in February of this year explaining the importance of Including RAFFA In the forming of this
agreement per our Collective Bargaining Agreement. To date we have not received a response to our
letter and no Mutual Aid Agreement Is In place.
We bring these issues up because they also effect our airport certification. Multiple times a year we fall
out of index but never report it to the FAA. RAFFA has requested to the Fire Chief that we not only fight
for better staffing to remain in index during expected events but also to report when we do fall out of
Index. Lying and covering up our inefficiencies creates an unsafe environment for our first responders
and the traveling public and represents a huge liablllty for the Airport Authority. The Fire Department
administration has become detrimentally mendacious and cannot be trusted to provide the services our
community deserves. They have also lost touch with the modern fire service as proven by their outdated
policies and procedures and refusal to modernize to basic Industry standards.
RAFFA has currently flied 6 grievances and is considering a 7th. We cannot look the other way while the
safety of our members is constantly under pressure. When bringing our concerns to the Fire Chief they
most often are invalidated and members are made to feel intimidated. These issues have been brought
up the chain of command and resolutions proposed, however as outlined earlier, solutions to our
concerns were flat out denied. We would gladly take these issues up the chain of command, but we
fear that the Vice President of Public Safety and Operations does not have the appropriate experience in
public safety. The public safety industry Is extremely dynamic, complex and demanding and having
leadership in place with the appropriate knowledge and experience helps assure these services are
offered in the safest, efficient and most appropriate way possible to the public we serve.
This disconnect between the public safety needs of this airport and management have become painfully
obvious during the most recent budget process. Virtually everything the Fire Department asked for was
denied. We were approved for new office furniture. There Is a wholesale denial of anything public
safety. This is a disgusting practice made egregious because there is a proven ability to pay. The RTAA
administration Is saving money at the expense of their fireflghter's and the traveling public's safety.
It ls an Industry practice based on case after case of firefighter cancer that personnel are issued two sets
of turnout or "bunker'' gear. When one set becomes contaminated, the FF can swap to their second set
while the contaminated set Is properly laundered, usually by an outside vendor trained in proper
decontamination of this highly specialized gear. The firefighters at this airport are issued one. Most
recently, after the Glycol truck fire, the fire department chief knowingly put firefighters in contaminated

Firefighter union: safety concerns "have begun to be
addressed" by Airport Authority
by News 4 & Fox 11 Digital Team

Wednesday, April 24th 2019

The response is vety simple; the FAA comes through, they are in
charge of how airpotts operate. They go through evety step of our
safety and security process and they approve it evety year. Just
because a union has a problem with something doesn't mean our
passengers should ever believe that. Believe the FAA before you
believe the union.
The most serious claim raised in the letter is that there is "no current mutual aid
agreement with the City of Reno," and "this severe oversight was made aware to us after
the incident on May 1, 2018 at the Reno-Stead airport where RTAA administration relied
on the Reno Fire Department to provide Fire/Rescue/EMS services during the aircraft
incident that resulted in the unfortunate and possibly preventable loss of life to the
pilot."
Kulpin says the reason behind the firefighter's association not wanting this mutual aid
agreement comes down to them wanting to have more hours and more pay.
According to Kulpin,

There was a mutual aid agreement that was approved by the Reno
City Council today and they obviously did not want to see that
agreement go through and that is why they sent that letter today.
The RAFFA alleges that the "airport fire department was not dispatched to this incident
and was unable to provide their expertise with the extrication of the pilot."
The pilot the letter refers to was 80-year-old John Gano Parker, who died after a singleengine plane flipped over after landing at the Reno-Stead Airport on May 1.
RAFFA says that Reno-Stead situation created "needless delays" while RFD waited for
their specialized rescue members, who RAFFA says are not Aircraft Rescue and
Firefighting trained.

Reno Airport Fire Fighters by Kristen Nicole on Scribd

Kulpin responded to the union's April 25th letter saying :

If the union wants to talk about this professionally instead of fanning
the flames in the media they can come back to the conference table
where we've been meeting with them for the past 6 months. The door
is always open.
Chief Deputy "out of a job"
Three sources who wanted to stay anonymous have told News 4- Fox 11 that the Airport
Authority's Chief Deputy, Cory Huffman, is no longer employed with the RTAA as of
Thursday.
Huffman was hired in January and has been described as an "expert" in airport fire
operations. Huffman was mentioned in the union's April 11th letter:
"With the addition of the new Deputy Chief, we finally have a person with an outside
perspective. He is being silenced and we are now asking that he be heard," the letter
stated.
When asked about Huffman's departure, Kulpin said, "The Airport Authority, like any
other professional organization, does not discuss personnel issues in public, and we
think your viewers would respect that."

·From:

Mora, Marily

Sent:

Thursday, April 25, 20191:40 PM
_RTAA All Employees
Response to Firefighter Media Issue

To:
Subject:

Dear RTAA Team,
A letter from the union that represents the airport firefighters was sent to the media yesterday and it was broadcast on
Channel 4 Wednesday night, April 24, and the following morning. The erroneous, unfounded accusations and assertions
in the letter were strongly responded to on the air by the Reno-Tahoe Airport Authority (RTAA).
The union letter included comments that disparage the hard work and commitment of more than 102 RTAA employees
who have safety as their primary job. It also called Into question the dedication to safety from all 265 RTM employees.
The Airport Authority Board of Trustees and senior leadership team have complete trust and respect for every RTAA
employee. We admire your hard work and dedication. Your efforts to keep 4.2 mllllon passengers and 4,000 employees
safe, 24/7, 365, have also been recognized beyond the airport team.
Our ver't own customers have recognized your commitment. Our quarterly customer service surveys show passengers
rate the feellng of safety and security at RNO as the highest attribute our airport has to offer. Customers--the people we
protect--rate the feeling of safety and security as a 6.7 on a 7-polnt scale.
The true experts also recognize your dedication to safety. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) conducts its annual
Part 139 safety Inspection every year to alldw the airport to continue to serve commercial air carriers. Every year, RNO's
safety and security operation passes that Inspection with flylng colors.
Your leadership, the public and the FAA respect your hard work. Please don't let misguided comments from a union
dispute take anything away from what you do on behalf of our community and the traveling public.
Members of our leadership team have been meeting with the firefighting union for several months. We are still ready
and willing to discuss any Issues.
But one thing that will never be negotiable is the pride we feel In the dedication of our employees. I am honored to say I
work with the great team at the Reno-Tahoe Airport Authority-and I hope you are, too. Thank you for air you do to
keep safety as our No. 1 priority.
Sincerely

MARILY M. MORA, A.A.E.
PRESIDENT/CEO
p 775-328-6402

c 775-303-8196
mmora@renoalrport.com
RENO-TAHOE AIRPORT AUTHORITY
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